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Descriptive Summary
Title: Grade (Louis A.) Papers,
Date (inclusive): 1914-1934
Collection number: Mss266
Creator:
Extent: 0.25 linear ft.
Repository: University of the Pacific. Library. Holt-Atherton Department of Special Collections
Stockton, CA 95211
Shelf location: For current information on the location of these materials, please consult the library's online catalog.
Language: English.
Access
Collection is open for research.
Preferred Citation
[Identification of item], Grade (Louis A.) Papers, Mss266, Holt-Atherton Department of Special Collections, University of the Pacific Library
personal name
Grade, Louis A.
subject
Grocers -California -San Francisco
Grocers -Finance, personal
Insurance policies -California -San Francisco
Scope and Content
The Grade Papers consist of a 1934 Metropolitan Life Insurance policy, a photostat of a 1914 insurance policy on a San Francisco grocery at the corner of 19th and Copp streets and a financial ledger. The 398 page Grade ledger contains seventy-three pages of records dating from January 1919 through August 1921. This date frame suggests that the ledger records the daily cash flow at Louis Grade's San Francisco grocery. Names of creditors together with amounts of money
paid out to them are indicated. Merchandise is not listed although a total sales figure for each day is recorded.